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From The Office
Every year there seems to be a different
theme or trend to help us get into the
festive spirit. Some years the shops will
decorate with icicles and silver sparkles while at other times
there will be an explosion of red and gold baubles hanging
from the ceilings.
We might have our own traditions to prepare for the Advent
season: lighting candles, opening advent calendars to eat the
chocolate, donating to Foodbanks, setting up nativity scenes.
This year I came upon a tradition called ‘Straw to the Manger’.
Facebook is a wonderful source of information at times! The
idea was centred on preparing a bed for the baby Jesus to
sleep. Children, although this is not an age limited activity,
would take a piece of straw each day throughout Advent and
add it to a wooden manger. Each straw represented
something kind or good or loving that they had done that day.
On Christmas Eve, the manger would be filled with soft straw,
ready to welcome the new baby and each straw would be a
symbol of an act of love and kindness given to those in need.
My tradition has been to light an Advent candle each morning
as I have my breakfast and perhaps eat a chocolate out of the
advent calendar but the idea of actively seeking ways to show
kindness and love and welcome seems a much more
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challenging and meaningful activity for Advent.
Sending a text or writing a letter or card to someone who is
lonely or having a difficult time; donating to a homeless charity;
inviting someone you don’t now terribly well for coffee; speaking to
the person sitting beside you on the bus; buying an extra toy for the
Christmas tree service; calling in on an elderly neighbour;
volunteering at church or community events; inviting a friend to join
you at a church service; making an effort to talk to someone you
don’t usually speak to; picking up a piece of rubbish on the street;
asking someone how they are and really listening to their response.
Perhaps you could add to some ideas on our youth noticeboard in
the foyer?
Maybe this could become our Advent tradition in St John’s and each
year we could add the straw in acts of loving kindness to fill the
manger. My hope and prayer is that we will continue to add those
acts of loving kindness throughout the year, within our congregation,
within our community, within our world.
When we remember the greatest gift we have been given in amazing
love, endless grace, immeasurable forgiveness and complete
welcome how can we do anything less than give back? The straw is

there, so let’s get adding to that manger.
Happy Christmas and a Peaceful and Blessed New Year to all our
church family of Newtownbreda and beyond.
God Bless, Rev Anne
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An update from South Belfast Foodbank
Tesco Collection at Newtownbreda Tesco from Thursday
21st - Saturday 23rd November 2019
Another 3 day BIG Tesco collection has come and gone.
Everyone worked VERY hard to make it a success.
Some shoppers gave just 1 or 2 items, others gave whole
shopping trolleys. This is why we love our collection days
because it is so good seeing community in action. In a time
where we are bombarded by negativity we choose to focus on
the positive and the brilliant thing is that we get to see so much
of it! We have seen hundreds of good people over the last
number of days; everyone who volunteered – handing out
shopping lists, sorting the donations and driving boxes and
boxes back to the warehouse; all who donated hundreds of
pounds of money and tonnes of food.
TOGETHER we collected a MASSIVE 5.9 TONNES!
Amazing!!! We are THRILLED!
South Belfast Foodbank is powered by volunteers, and for each
Tesco collection we rely on friends from our supporting
churches..
Thank you from the bottom of our hearts.
Best wishes
Victoria Duncan
On behalf of South Belfast Foodbank Management Team
PS. I was able to spend a couple of hours giving out lists,
explaining about the foodbank and thanking folk for their
donations. It was good to be a small part of a great effort. I
spoke to quite a few Newtownbreda folk – it’s always
encouraging to see the familiar faces as well as those unknown.
Keep in mind this opportunity for helping on a one-off basis – it’s
very rewarding. Jacynth
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19th Belfast Guides
During Autumn 2019, our 35 enthusiastic Guides have
been:
•
Learning about the Guide Promise and Law,
•
Designing and building paper aeroplanes,
•
Recycling and campaigning to reduce single use plastic,
•
Learning to budget a family meal ….and a government
department,
•
Inventing new recipes,
•
Performing with shadow puppets
•
Playing lots of games, some new and some ‘old favourites’. We
are very pleased to have recently gained 2 new leaders and a
rota of parent helpers.
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GETTING OLD
Lord Thou knowest better than I know myself that I am getting older
and some day will be old.
Keep me from getting talkative and particularly from the fatal habit of
thinking that I must say something on every subject and on every
occasion.
Release me from trying to straighten out everyone’s affairs.
Make me thoughtful, but not moody; helpful but not bossy; with my
store of wisdom it seems a pity not to use it all, but Thou knowest
Lord, that I want a few friends at the end.

Keep my mind free from the recital of endless details; give me wings
to get to the point.
Seal my lips on my many aches and pains- they are increasing and my
love of rehearsing them is becoming sweeter as the years go by.
I ask for grace enough to listen to the tales of other’s pains: help me
to endure them with patience.
Teach the glorious lesson that occasionally it is possible I may be
mistaken.
Keep me reasonably sweet; I don’t want to be a saint- some of them
are so hard to live with, but a sour old woman is one of the crowning
works of the devil.
Help me to extract all possible fun out of life. There are so many funny
things around us and I don’t want to miss any of them.

Amen
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48 YEARS AGO

The December 1971 edition of the Chronicle detailed the
following…..
•

•

•

•

•

•

Rev Lowry, in the second year of his ministry to St John’s,
reminded people “to keep Christmas in a way that pleases
God and so inherit the inner peace which all riches in the
world cannot confer and all the troubles in Ireland cannot
take away”
The 60 strong Young Wives’ Group mourned the death of
their secretary Mrs Margaret Crooks in a car accident
outside the church
The courage and positive spirit of Sunday School teacher
and Youth Leader , Barbara Burgess ( now Dean) was noted
as an example to all, as she had been badly injured in the
Ormeau Road explosion in Elizabeth Boyd’s shop
The Youth Club had formed a new football team and their
successful season featured Craig Stuart as star player and
Ricky Foye as goalkeeper
The Ulster Operatic Company presented Aladdin in the last
week of December using the St John’s Hall
Exploration ’71 organized and took part in the November
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•

•

•

•

•

Youth Service, the “militant Woman’s Lib section having to
encourage the male members to participate”
The 38 strong Junior Choir led by Grace Chambers sang
anthems at the Harvest Services and carols at the WMA
Cake Fair
The congregation was in debt by £11,500, needing people
to increase their giving, otherwise it would take 30 years to
discharge at £400 per annum
The choir had accepted an invitation from St Bernadette’s
to join them in the forthcoming BBC TV Songs of Praise
broadcast
Congratulations were offered to the church’s organist
Edwin Gray who had been appointed Assistant Organist in
St Anne’s Cathedral, and Campbell Murray was welcomed
in his place
There were 10 baptisms, 3 marriages and 2 deaths in the
previous quarter

Prayer: God’s power-sharing arrangement
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Root Soup
Fiona has been a volunteer with Root Soup from Jan
2019. Every Tuesday she volunteers at St John’s to
help us prepare and cook our community lunch. Fiona
comes every week with great energy, enthusiasm and
passion and is a valued member of our team.
Last week she talked about Sunday 24th November,
known in the culinary world as “Stir Up” Sunday the date
on which tradition says that Christmas Puddings are
made. She mentioned that she spent the weekend
making Christmas Puddings using the family recipe that
her mum and aunts used.
Her brother Brian is a colleague of mine at BMC and I
mentioned that I had seen photos of Fiona’s weekend
bakes. He told me that Fiona is one of four sisters, two
of which are bakers; the others along with the four boys
were “eaters”!
He told me that their mum was brought up in a farm in
Co Louth and was the youngest of 7 daughters. The 7
sisters were taught to cook by their mum, wheaten
bread / apple tarts were the regular bakes and, as the
sisters married and had families of their own, they
continued making bread and other delicious goodies for
the family to enjoy.
As youngsters he said they visited their aunts and were
amazed that while they all used the same recipe for
wheaten bread, it always tasted different from each
other. He said they could never understand why this
was the case but of course none of them ever used
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scales. It must have been down to the different sizes of
their hands!
Fiona recalled how her mum made the puddings and how
when they were young each member of the family took a
turn in stirring the pudding and making a Christmas wish.
So each year when she makes the puddings, she recalls all
the Christmases past and the fond memories of when she
and her sisters helped their mother make the Christmas
pudding.
A shared love of food and family recipes is something that
connects us all, whatever our background.
Thank you, Fiona, for sharing this festive recipe with us and
your dedication to L’Arche Belfast.
Merry Christmas to everyone at Newtownbreda Church,
thank you for your valued support and love from all at
L’Arche Belfast.

The recipe used by Fiona is on the next page and she has
entitled it ‘The 7 Sisters Christmas Pudding’ in memory of
her mum and aunts.
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The 7 Sisters Christmas Pudding

(1Ltr Pudding Bowl or two 500ml Pudding
Bowls)
Dry Ingredients

Qty

Wet Ingredients

Plain Flour

2oz

Apple

½

Breadcrumbs

5oz

Carrot

½

Mixed Fruit

14oz

Butter

3.5oz

Cherries

2oz

Eggs

2 large

Brown Sugar
Almonds

3.5oz

Lemon (rind & juice)

Qty

½

1oz

Treacle

½ tablespoon

Mixed Spice

½ teaspoon

Whiskey

1 tablespoon

Nutmeg

¼ teaspoon

Ginger

Pinch

Baking Soda

¼ teaspoon

Cinnamon

Pinch

Vinegar

¼ tablespoon

Method
After Preparing the Pudding Bowl/s (see below)
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Put all Dry Ingredients into a bowl and mix thoroughly.
Re: Mixed Fruit & Cherries -1Ib total weight is required, so
use a mixture of dried fruit (raisins/ currants/ sultanas /
peel / cherries) as you like but ensure the quantity remains
1lb.
Breadcrumbs, -white bread is best but wholemeal can be
used.
Brown Sugar - light or a mixture of light/ dark brown can be
used but not all dark brown sugar as this makes the pudding
too dark.
Re: Almonds - Other Nuts (Ground) can be substituted but if
requiring Nut Free then increase Plain Flour quantity to 3oz.
Plain Flour / Spices – mix together then add into mixture.
Grate the Apple & Carrot and Lemon Rind into the mixture
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•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

and mix thoroughly.
Melt the Butter; let it cool slightly before adding to the mixture
and mx thoroughly.
Whisk the Eggs, add to the mixture and mix thoroughly.
Add the Lemon Juice and Treacle to the mixture and mix
thoroughly.
In a separate bowl add the Vinegar and Baking Soda and
mix, it will bubble up, once combined, add to mixture and mix
thoroughly.
Add the Whiskey and mix thoroughly; the mixture should be
a dropping consistency.
Add the mixture into the prepared bowl/s and cover with the
greaseproof and tinfoil and tie string around bowl.
Steam for 8hrs. (if using a Slow Cooker use the Auto Setting
and cook for 8 hrs)
Remove from steamer, take off the string/ tinfoil / greaseproof
covering and carefully transfer pudding to a greaseproof
lined plate. Leave uncovered till completely cold. Once cold
wrap in greaseproof paper.
Pudding Bowl. – You will need 2 strips of buttered greaseproof paper to line the pudding bowl (crisscross) and a
sheet of buttered greaseproof Paper and a sheet of Tin Foil
to cover the bowl and 1 length of string to wrap round the
bowl. If using a plastic pudding bowl that has a cover then
place the cover over the tinfoil sheet
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Property Appeal

Your Property Committee meets regularly to ensure that the
fabric of the church buildings and grounds are safe and fit for
purpose.
We ensure that maintenance, unforeseen circumstances and
planned projects are undertaken.
Over the last number of years major works undertaken have
included:•
refurbishment of the Manse - £180,000
•
bell and spire safety works - £21,000
•
refurbishment of the Megaw Room - £24,000
•
essential repairs to the roof and subsequent refurbishment of
the St John’s Hall - £50,000
•
alterations to the church, the vestibule and disabled pews £100,000
•
powder coating to the railings - £11,000
When works are undertaken, members of the property
committee utilize their skills to reduce expenditure as far as
possible. Many hours of work are undertaken and only materials
charged.
In the near future major works are needed to upgrade the
frequently used kitchen. Areas in the halls complex would
benefit from fresh paint and the leaks in the Rosetta Hall roof
require urgent investigation and an unknown amount will be
required to prevent further damage.
Some members of the congregation are extremely generous, but
at current levels of giving it will take 5 years to clear the current
deficit on the Building and Repair Fund – without any further
spending. We are making a special appeal (with the finance
committee) that you prayerfully reconsider your givings and
increase your contributions to the Building and Repair Fund.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Remembering Edith

Our friend Edith Callaghan died in August. If you were able to attend
the Service of Celebration for her life you will have heard much about
Edith’s musical talents. She shared her rich voice with us in the choir
here in St John’s for many years – only leaving a couple of years ago
because sitting in the choir gallery she couldn’t hear Rev Anne.
Edith was still singing in the Phoenix Choir, rehearsing every Tuesday
and taking part in the many concerts etc which they presented. Many
members of the Phoenix Choir attended Edith’s service. They were
impressed by the congregational singing, the lead given by our choir
and our building as a wonderful place to raise our voices.
They have offered to present a concert in memory of Edith in the
church – we have gladly accepted! Look out for more details to follow
in the new year.
In the meantime –

The Phoenix Choir in concert
In St John’s
Tuesday 31st March 2020
Put it in your diary!
Dave/Jacynth pp The Choir
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Letter from America

As you read Luke’s account of the birth of Jesus, an Angel
appears to the Shepherds and says ‘Do not be afraid…’ I
think this is one of the most important lines in the Christmas
story. It challenges us with something each and every one of
us experiences each day to some extent…fear.
We recently returned from Idaho where we visited my in-laws
for Thanksgiving. If we are friends on Facebook then you will
know the chaos that ensued on the way home. (If we are not
friends on Facebook…why not?!... click that friend request
button!) There was great fear for us in the travelling home as
Melodie and I each had to be split with a child, on different
days, to different locations.
We have travelled separately before and with just our
children at different points but that familiarity doesn’t
necessarily negate any sense of fear. So I can only imagine
the sense of fear the Shepherds felt when they were faced
with something unique and anticipated for years. It is such an
easy phrase but yet such a relatable phrase as well.
Undoubtedly we will all experience occasions this advent and
Christmas season when we experience varying degrees of
fear. May we learn to react to what we can control, trust God
is guiding what is out of our control and celebrate the
mystery.
We journey into this advent and Christmas season with
anticipation more than fear. Melodie and I both have busy
schedules with holiday parties, advent studies and Christmas
worship which will ultimately culminate in multiple Christmas
Eve services (much like Christmas Day services in Northern
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Ireland).
Our schedules will be even busier with many gatherings
associated with the University where I was hired in the summer
time (as the assistant soccer coach) as well as for Habitat for
Humanity of Lincoln, where I am excited to begin serving on their
board of Directors in the New Year.

Phoebe and Eli approach the coming seasons with a similar
sense of fear, although their fear is more associated with
whether we will get enough snow and whether it will stick around
long enough (we get on average around 50 inches a winter).
I hope that during these Advent and Christmas seasons you will
find time for yourself and your fears. I hope that whatever fears
you have in life currently, would be replaced by an excitement.
An excitement and praise for the Newborn King!
Blessings,
Steve

Sincere thanks to all who support the Leprosy Mission.
Your contribution is helping transform lives and defeat Leprosy.
Please continue to pray for all who suffer from this debilitating
disease and for those who are working through research to
eradicate the causes and consequences of leprosy.
Please remember to save your used stamps for the Leprosy
Mission. There is a box on the table in the foyer for used
16

62nd Belfast
Scouts
We all arrived
rather wet (to put it
mildly) on what
was the wetest
day I can recall in
many years in
mountain country.
The importance of
having dry clothes
in a good quality
plastic bags was easy to see. Please remember that sleeping
bags also need full protection - several were also wet.
However no one complained but got on with changing into dry
outfits and then making a couple of roaring fires to dry
everything needing drying. Hot chocolate drinks helped too.
Dinner time soon arrived
and prodigious quantities of
chicken, curried or in tomato
sauce, soon disappeared to
be followed by apple
crumble. Phones were fairly
busy despite the lack of wi-fi
but soon the peaceful
evening was disturbed
by the Scouts attempting to
be first to answer the quiz
questions. Charades soon followed and everyone joined in
without any hesitation. Some read the old log books with
records of 62nd visits up to 20 years ago. Made me feel quite
old.
Sunday morning was completely different and the sun was
shining. Bacon butties soon disappeared as quickly as the
chicken last night and sandwiches were prepared for the hike.
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We had a short Scouts Own - this is a short service of thanks
for fun and friendship together.
Then we set off towards the Blue Lough. Niall and Luke had
departed - Niall to play tennis, and Luke had had a minor
accident and could not hike. The streams were swollen after
yesterday’s rain but stepping stones kept most of us dry as we
climbed up to the lake. On the
way we passed a small cave and
most had a quick look in. Imagine
our surprise when Harry spotted
some butterflies in hibernation
mode. He could even identify
them which greatly impressed me
as a wildlife enthusiast.

Leaving them to sleep on
until Spring, we soon arrived
at the lake, gathering small
pieces of shrapnel as we
went. During WW2 the big
mountain behind was used
as a target by the Navy to
calibrate the guns of the
recently launched ships. Bits
of what was now just rusty
metal, lay around. Not
pleasant to think what it was really intended for.
We circled the lake and descended to our lifts home. Rumour
has it that some were asleep before the cars had driven for a few
minutes.
Another adventure completed, and stories to tell when they woke
up again.
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Hurricane Dorian

10 October 2019

On 1st September 2019, Hurricane Dorian became the strongest
known tropical cycle to plough through the northern western
Bahamas. Dorian first made landfall in Elbow Cay, at its peak of
intensity, up to 200mph winds and surges over 20 feet, before moving
to Marsh Harbour and Treasure Cay on Great Abace Island. This
category 5 storm had sustained winds of 185mph when it came
ashore. Dorian is now the second hurricane on record to make
landfall in the Atlantic Basin at this strength. The last one was the
Labour Day storm in 1935.
We all knew that Dorian was approaching the Bahamian Islands, that
it was gaining strength and ferocity as it surged west across the
Atlantic Ocean. Those who had family or friends on the United
States, were urged to leave Abaco until Dorian had passed the island,
but many remained in their homes, confident that the hurricaneproof roofs and shutters would withstand any storm. Weather
forecasters cannot predict where hurricanes will strike. They can
change direction suddenly and unpredictably. On Sunday evening, 17
September, Dorian made landfall on the middle of Great Abaco Island
near the port of Marsh Harbour. For 2 days there was eerie silence,

no news from the island. Then aerial pictures from new media in US
revealed scenes of utter devastation, whole areas with not one
building left standing, trees blown over and uprooted, huge
containers lying askew in a mass of wrecked vehicles. For 2 days the
monster storm vented its fury on Abaco, then moved north to Grand
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Bahama, its force considerably weakened to a category 2 hurricane.
Those who were on the island had to be evacuated, as it became
evident the island was uninhabitable, no sewerage, no clean water, no
food, no electricity and no communications. Both airports were
flooded. Boats were sent from Nassau on New Providence Island,
which had not suffered such severe destruction. Over 1,000 refugees
were taken there on Tuesday 3 September and housed in church halls
and community centres. Eleuthera, a small island south of Abaco,
helped rescue 600 of the 5,000 Bahamians evacuated. A Royal Navy
frigate on duty in the Caribbean, was first to reach the stricken island
and undoubtedly save hundreds of lives. Aid began pouring in when
the airports dried out. Operation 300, first set up camp, shipped in
supplies from US committed to help restore and rebuild Abaco.
Getting aid to where it was needed was a logistical nightmare, as
support systems, warehouses to house supplies, could not be built on
ground destroyed by flood waters. There is no communication

system, so aid workers don’t know where help is needed. A fuel
tanker has been able to deliver fuel to the island after petrol pumps
have been repaired and the port made accessible to tankers. An
American doctor, one of three residents in Marsh Harbours, has
returned and is working with Heart to Heart, a medical team from US
which had been running a clinic in a tent in his absence. They provide
free clinic services and have brought in a mobile clinic to reach out to
those in outlying areas. My New Zealand friend, whose new home
near the beach, had not suffered severe damage and was habitable,
offered Heart to Heart doctors her home to live in while they struggle
20

to cope with the needs of the
homeless in Abaco.
Those who lived and worked/
owned businesses and property
in Abaco have had to find

temporary accommodation in
other islands. Some are trying to do business from there, but those
they employed have no work and no source of income. A very big
concern was for the hundreds of Haitians, many of whom lived and
worked illegally in Abaco and whose wooden houses were left in piles
of debris and mud when Dorian raged over the island. They have no
homes, nowhere to go, no work and are hiding out, not seeking aid in
fear of being rounded up and deported. Over 100 have been
deported. The UN have asked the Bahamian Government to stop
the deportation and assist the
Haitians left homeless on Abaco,

to get legal papers, shelter and
food.
The government has estimated
that over 1,000 people are still
missing on Abaco. The locals who remain, live in the ruins of their
homes in Marsh Harbour Treasure Cay. Looting is prevalent
everywhere in this debris strewn island. There are serious health &
safety issues with the debris. The fire risk from debris and felled
trees is very real as we head into the dry season. North Abaco
21

Rebuilding Initiative has contracted
with Ceres, andexpert disaster
recovery firm that began cleaning
streets in Treasure Cay last week.
It is reckoned that it will be 3 to 4

years before Abaco is rebuilt or
schools will be ready for the many children whose lives have been so
cruelly shattered and residents are able to return to their restored
homes.
12 November
Thanks to the many groups of volunteers and second homeowners,
tremendous progress has been made in clearing debris and felled
trees and in starting to rebuild shattered homes. The resilience of
the islands is evident everywhere.

Very sincere thanks to all of you who responded so generously to the
appeal for help in this disaster. Please remember the islanders in
your prayers and their ongoing struggle to rebuild and plan for the
future.

Grace Chambers

My house was here.
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Lunch at International Meeting Point
International Meeting Point, 133A Lisburn Road, offers a
welcoming space to migrants and asylum seekers. Throughout
the week it is a drop-in centre with tea and coffee on tap and
lunches served for free. Other services include English classes,
legal advice and bible studies.

On Friday 4th October six members of Newtownbreda PW
catered for lunch at the International Meeting Point. We had
prepared 2 different types of soup, and served this with wheaten
bread followed by traybakes. This simple lunch was gratefully
received by over 50 people. That was a fairly quiet day for the
centre as they can get 80 or 90 people at once. Numbers are
lower on Friday as it is an important day for prayer for Muslims.
We met and chatted to people from various countries including
Iran, Zimbabwe and Albania. It was a privilege to meet these
people, many of whom are trying to make a new start in our
country. We hope to further this relationship with the
International Meeting Point and will arrange another visit in the
near future.
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Introducing Francis Nicanor Diédhiou
Francis Nicanor Diédhiou made his
appearance on 8th October 2019, a week
early and a day before his daddy
Sébastien arrived in Northern Ireland.
We give thanks that the birth went well
and also for the fact that Séba was
granted his visa and was able to be here
for the early weeks with Francis. A
highlight of his trip was the party thrown
by the church in honour of Francis, which was a real testament to Séba of
the support and love of the family of Newtownbreda for our little family.
Séba returned to Senegal after a few weeks in Belfast,
but plans to be back for another visit around
Christmas time. In early January, the three of us will
then travel together to Senegal, to settle into our
newly-built house. I am looking forward to finally
moving in, although there are still a number of things
still needing done to the house. I will be off on
maternity leave until April, when I’ll go back to work
four days a week.
Lots of people have been asking what language
Francis will grow up speaking. I talk to him in English, and Séba talks to
him in his mother tongue, Jola Kaasa. Francis will also have to learn some
French before starting school, as all education is in French, and he is likely
to pick up Wolof, the language of wider communication, from the
children he will play with as he grows up. In the UK, the idea of growing
up so multilingually seems
overwhelming, but in Senegal it is not
uncommon, especially as people
increasingly marry others from
different language groups. It is just
part of the reality of life in a country
with over 30 languages!
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Aroma Farm Uganda
Greetings from Uganda and the
Aroma Farm Family . It's been
three months since I came back
home, having learnt a lot from all of you at Galwally Park, the
L'Arche family and St.Johns’’Church. It was time to get back
and get started. Many of you showed great support, you
stopped for a chat and encouraged me in one way or another.
You are all part of this
amazing story of change. A
lot is happening and we're
excited about the future.

The Farm
I have always loved to do some gardening and thanks to my

time at the L'Arche allotments, this was a huge and great
inspiration. Thanks to Christine McGibbon for introducing me to
Rosslyn who works with Farming God's Way here in Uganda.
Two weeks into my arrival home we visited Rosslyn and her
demonstration farm and other local farmers, it was a great
help to our starting the farm.
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One week later we
started to practice what
we had learned and we
got our first maize and
beans planted. Even
without proper training,
the results have been
incredible, Farming God's Way provides farmers with small
pieces of land to use, the small pieces of land produce more
than normal by using natural available resources. The farms are
purely
organic.
It was time
to get deep
into the
soils, our
maize looks
healthy
compared to other conventional farming methods. We wanted to
start out small and we now have seven members who are
working with us. So many other local farmers have shown
interest in our way of farming and we hope to have more join us
by the end of the year. We are so excited with the level of
interest in people looking to join us. This farm will be a center of
excellence and learning as we share God's love with those
around us by training and equipping the locals and the
surrounding communities. We've had some work done on the
farm like fencing it out, ground levelling and so many other
aspects.
Aroma reusable sanitary towels
Having worked with many communities in Uganda, most women
and girls across the country still face difficulties in menstrual
hygiene management. Up-to-date it's not a topic girls and boys,
men and women easily talk about. As part of our goal, we want
to support and help young women and girls walk with confidence
and dignity as they run through their menstrual cycles. We're
developing a team of young people both boys and girls of school
26

going age, teenagers and women to become champions for
this program within schools around the farm and in the entire
community. Joel is a secondary school student and one of our
champions. Joel received training on menstrual hygiene
management when he was at Kigina Dignity school and he's
happy to pass on the message to his peers

Aroma Crafts Gifted hands.
Our gifted hands program, is starting this December. We're all
excited to get behind the sewing machine, cut out fabric, make
reusable shopping bags, bead making, book making; it's all in
one basket. Thanks to my dad and mum (Christopher and

Dinah Makanda) who have given up their garage to provide us
this craft room. At the moment they park their car in the
compound, not as safe as most streets in Belfast. So please
pray that God will keep their car safe.
We had so much fun painting and figuring out how we want our
sewing room to look like. Everyone was an expert in their own
way. We so much believe this is not just a garage but a
transformational space, for sharing of God's word and sharing
our gifts with the community.
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These are some of the
sewing machines that we
will start with in the craft
room.
Thank you all for your
amazing support. I shall
keep you all updated with
what's happening at
Aroma Farm and Crafts.
Merry Christmas to my family far and wide.

Ruth Makanda
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19th Belfast Rainbow Unit
Following the summer break we started with 22 girls and had an
average of 18 each week.
The girls have dived into the new programme with a lot of excitement
and enthusiasm for the fun, innovative activities connected to the
Guiding badgework. We were delighted that our oldest girls were
able to achieve their Rainbow Gold award before leaving for
Brownies. This term we have been working on the Theme Award:
Skills for my Future. The girls are having lots of fun exploring the idea

of what their special ‘talents’ are and how each of them is unique as
well as learning about becoming future leaders.

At the Autumn Fete we hosted the Lucky Dip and 20p mix up stall. It
was brilliant to see all our items snapped up!
The girls have decided to focus on reducing plastic this year. We are
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hoping to have a visit from Bryson House, sort some recyclable
materials and do a beach clean later in the year when it is a bit
warmer!
We headed to Ormeau Library at the end of September to view our
artwork from a project we did with WheelWorks. Every girl had

designed a card with the title ‘Happiness is….’. These cards were then
distributed to adults who live on their own to provide a little happiness
to them. The girls were also able to see the cards designed by other
groups involved in the project and read what happiness meant to
them.
At the end of October, twelve
girls moved up to Brownies
following our annual Rainbow/
Brownie sleepover which took
the theme ‘Moana’. Ten new

Rainbows have now joined us and
are already well established in the
unit.
Our term will finish with our
traditional Christmas themed
activities and a special Guiding
screening of Frozen 2 at the Odeon in Victoria Square. This event will
include Rainbow, Brownie, Guide and Ranger units from across Belfast.
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AUTUMN FETE
The Annual Autumn Fete was held on Saturday 28th September 2019
and once again the day was blessed with glorious weather. Again this
year, we had a very enthusiastic and committed team which worked
well to prepare for the fete and in keeping with Newtownbreda
tradition, delivered a successful and enjoyable day for all. The
activities, indoor and out, all proceeded as planned.
With the good weather the outdoor activities and games were
thoroughly enjoyed. We had a visit from Ulster Rugby Nick Timoney
who came along to help Lewis Doherty oversee ‘Line Out’ and whilst
Sparky had hoped to join us, he was disappointed not to be available
this year. The pressure to perform was on and after much healthy
competition prize winners were able to enjoy prizes donated from
Ulster Rugby , Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council and a delightful
food hamper donated by PRM Lisburn. Thanks goes to these
organisations for their generosity of sponsoring the prizes.

The Ponies were back this year and once again this proved a huge
success for the younger children. Again passers-by enjoyed the
‘country coming to town’ and spontaneously joined us and
participated in many of the activities on offer. After a three hour slot
of a relentless and much appreciated return trot in front of the St
John’s Hall entrance, the ponies earned a well-deserved break and
left for home. There was an evident hive of activity in the Church
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grounds which was encouraging to many passers-by who evidently
took an impromptu decision to call in and visit us. The free games
provided by Susan and David were once again very successful and
enjoyed by all. Thankfully the outdoor activities all went well- which is
always a huge relief when any activity involves children and animals.

This year’s nominated charity to support through the fete was
‘Christian Aid’. To raise money for this charity, the Church
organisations were challenged to ‘Celebrate the Bucket, the Basic
Bucket’. Basic white buckets were provided with the challenge of
decorating or transforming them into a statement piece of work! The
artistic flair and creativity within our congregation continues to
expand and simply should not be underestimated. The diverse

thoughts around how a bucket can be decorated and celebrated with
a theme were amazing! These were on display throughout the fete
and for the week following with voting being in the form of monetary
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donations. There is a real talent and sense of competition in our
congregation and after a very close performance by all, the Choir won
for a second year- well done. A big thank you has to go to all who
entered and to the organisations who worked on their respective
creations as all of the buckets added to a very interesting display.

Moving inside to the Main Hall we had our usual display of stands
with a new offering this year of ‘Home Fayre’. We consolidated the
cakes, tray bakes, fudge and jams this year into one stand and it
seemed to work well. Jam making is a diminishing skill so having
attended one of Margaret Elliot’s masterclasses in jam making, we
now have a team of congregational jam makers, all of whom provided
an excellent range of jams for sale. Thanks go to Margaret for
upskilling the jam makers and we actually ended up with so much jam
we are able to sell it again after the fete.

The stage area almost resembled a furniture showroom at one point,
with a good range of household equipment, furnishings, indoor and
outdoor furniture for sale, all of which was donated from our wider
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congregation. With a little bit of upcycling and TLC, it was a great
opportunity to reuse and recycle good furniture and household
goods which in other circumstances would simply have been
disposed of. In an era where we all need to consider the impact of
our lifestyles on the environment the fete provided an excellent
opportunity to move away from a disposable society and provide
pre-owned goods to a new owner.
The hall was busy throughout the afternoon with the usual influx of
people to the Bric-a-Brac at 2pm. The wider halls remained busy
until 5:00pm and as with outside, no incidents or accidents to
report. Afternoon Tea was a popular stopping point to catch up with
friends, old and new, and saw a steady influx of people right
throughout the day. Over £4,200 was raised and a donation was
made to Christian Aid.
Next year’s Fete is scheduled for Saturday 26th September 2020 and
once again we hope for a good team to help plan and deliver this
annual event. If any members have thoughts or proposals on what
we can bring to this event to make it different or better in any way
then we would very much appreciate hearing from you.
Once again thanks to the committee, volunteers and all those who
supported the fete this year and we look forward to doing it all
again next year. Always remember we will keep donations of
furniture, bric-a-brac etc so please speak to Heather or Austin and
we will collect it and store for 2020

Heather & Austin Moore
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Bible Notes
I have taken over responsibility for ordering
Bible Notes from Barbara Gordon, who has
looked after this for many years. On behalf
of you all, I’d like to thank Barbara for
organising this so efficiently.
It is time to order Notes for 2020 (as already mentioned
in the Announcements). By the time you read this, I
hope that current subscribers will have let me know if
they wish to continue their subscriptions, change Notes
or cease subscribing and any new subscribers will have
added their names to the lists in the Church vestibule
and Halls foyer. If you are to get your Notes for the start
of January, I need to collect them from our supplier, the
Scripture Union, by Wednesday 18th December; after
that they’ll be closed for Christmas and I won’t be able to
get them until after Monday 6th January. Once I’ve
collected the Notes, I’ll put them on the table in the
Church vestibule (with the usual envelope attached for
the payment) so you can collect them (as I’m in the
choir, I can’t promise to see everyone personally).
New subscribers would be very welcome. In case you’re
still thinking about taking one of the various types of
Bible Notes, I’ve given details below. If you’re not able
to let me know in time for me to collect Notes for you
before Christmas, if you contact me as soon as possible
after 6th January by phone (leave a message if I’m out)
or email, I’d hope to be able to get notes for you by
Sunday 12th January.
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If you would like information about getting Notes sent to
you in an electronic format by daily email or via an app
(as detailed below), please contact me. If you decide to
receive Notes this way, you will need to take out a
personal subscription rather than order them through me.
Alternatively, both PCI and the URC also provide daily
emailed devotional Bible Notes which land in your inbox
each morning – these are free!
You can register to subscribe to PCI Tides – Daily
Devotions at www.presbyterianireland.org/Resources/
Prayer/TIDES.aspx or to the United Reformed Church
Daily Devotions at devotions.urc.org.uk.

Descriptions and annual subscription costs of Notes
currently available:
Daily Bread (Scripture Union, quarterly, £18/year)
Suitable for any age, modern style with Prepare, Read
and Explore sections for each day. Also available via an
app (free trial, subscription can be purchased monthly,
quarterly or annually, £9.99/year).
Encounter with God (Scripture Union, quarterly, £18.00/
year)
Suitable for any age, similar to Daily Bread but more
traditional style with an Introduction, Reading and
commentary for each day.
New Daylight (Bible Reading Fellowship, four-monthly,
£12.50/year)
Traditional style with a short reading (text included),
introduction, comments and prayer. Also available by
email (monthly or annually, £13.80) or via an app.
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Day by Day with God (Bible Reading Fellowship, fourmonthly, £12.50/year)
Read through style similar to New Daylight, but aimed at
women. Also available via an app.
Guidelines (Bible Reading Fellowship, four-monthly,
£12.50/year)
In-depth Bible study in 6-day sections with introduction to
each section, reading and notes. Also available via an
app.
Explore (GBC, the Good Book Company, quarterly,
£18.00)
Suitable for any age, more interactive and structured.
Dated daily notes, with readings divided up into headed
sections within each day with questions and sections
Apply and Pray. Also available via an app.
Every Day with Jesus (CWR, bimonthly, £17.50)
Daily notes in traditional format with reading, commentary
and prayer. Also available by email (£14.25 annually)
Inspiring Women (CWR, bimonthly, £17.50)
Similar to Every Day with Jesus but written specifically by
and for women.
Also available by email (£14.25 annually)

Louise Cooke
Phone 02890 640844, email
louiserenecooke@gmail.com
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Sunday School
We have embarked on our new rota, with two groups of
children. Those who attend Year 1-3 are in one group
and Year 4-7’s in another. The younger children are in
the Megaw Room and the older group head for the
Rosetta Hall.
A big thank you to all the helpers….we have a few new volunteers as
we needed more adults to fulfill our child protection obligations, since
we are in separate locations. The number of children fluctuate from
week to week so the teachers are skilled at modifying their
preparations at short notice.
Our topics are determined largely by readings and topics from Rev
Anne’s address, as far as possible, though we do make some changes
for seasonal events (making buckets for the Autumn Fair). From
Halloween onwards we have been preparing our Nativity contribution
for the service on 22nd December. We are blessed by some excellent
readers and enthusiastic performers. You are all invited to sing with us
to make the new rafters in the St John’s Hall ring with celebration!!
(There is no danger of the ceiling tiles hitting us on the head now we
have a lovely refurbished Hall).
For the second year our children will receive their Sunday School
prizes in December, this prevents confusion with the League of Church
Loyalty awards.
We hope all our children have a lovely Christmas and their parents
have a peaceful one!
Every blessing for the New Year
Sunday School Teachers and Helpers
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OUT OF THE STORM - REMEMBERING ORGAN DONOR
FAMILIES
A service of remembrance and thanksgiving for organ
donation and transplantation is held in Northern Ireland every
two years. The venue for 2019’s service on 8th September
was St Patrick’s Cathedral Armagh. A large congregation of
medical professionals, transplant recipients, living donors and
donor families met to thank God for the courage and
compassion of those who allow others, often strangers, a
second chance of life.

The service was opened by Dawn McKimm, Team Manager of
the NI Organ Donation Service Team, and included
contributions from her colleague in the team, Nikki Murray,
and Specialist Nurse for Organ Donation, Heather Savage.
Congregational singing was led by Karl McGuckin, who also
performed incidental music throughout. Significant and
moving contributions came from a member of a donor family
and a transplant recipient. Reverend Ivan Ferris, speaking just
over a year after his 23 year old daughter Hilary had died from
a rare brain cyst, spoke of how his family had agreed to the
donation of her organs after the young man to whom she was
going to be engaged told them that she had wanted to be a
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donor. Elaine Doherty had suffered from PBC, a debilitating
liver condition affecting mainly women, for years. Years of
pain when she was ‘pushed to the edge’ of herself eventually
ended with a transplant, restoring her to decent health and
to new perspectives on life. Elaine told the congregation,
‘When you come out of the storm, you are not the same
person who walked in. My life is now full of peace,
acceptance, respect and love. I think of my donor family
every day and I pray for them.’
At the midway point in the service, transplant recipients
brought lit candles to the front and presented them to the
recipient transplant coordinators. When they returned to
their seats, a representative from each donor family came
forward to receive a gift of a candle from one of the specialist
nurses.
As most in church will know, our son Philip received a lifesaving transplant in 2004. Jennifer and I attended the service
with him and his fiancée, now wife, Kathryn. Like Elaine, we
think about and pray for his donor, about whom we know
nothing other than that she died suddenly aged 48, and her
family every single day. On that afternoon they were real and
powerful presences with us.

Donald Cairnduff
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Deaths
Mr Gerry Collins

Died 24th September 2019

Mrs Joan Wylie

Died 24th September 2019

Mrs Wilma Anderson

Died 25th September 2019

Mrs Muriel Borland

Died 26th September 2019

Mrs Joan Russell

Died 8th November 2019

Baptisms
Mr Alfie David Patrick Symington Baptised 3rd November 2019

Dates for the Diary
December
Sunday 1st

10.30am World Development Sunday
7.00pm Advent Taize Service

Wednesday 4th

7.00pm

Sunday 8th

10.30am Gift Service with Belfast City
Mission

Wednesday 11th

Community Advent Reflection
(St Johns)

7.00pm Community Advent Reflection
(St Bernadette’s)

Saturday 14th

10.00am – 12 noon Christmas Coffee
Morning in the Manse

Sunday 15th

10.30am Rev Anne
3.00pm Community Carol Service in
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Newtownbreda Presbyterian
Church
Wednesday 18th 7.00pm
Sunday 22nd

Community Advent Reflection
(Ballynafeigh Methodist)

10.30am Nativity Service in St John’s Hall
5.00pm Carol Service

Wednesday 25th 10.30am Christmas Day Service
(children to bring toys as always)
Sunday 29th

10.30am Rev Chris Glover (2nd Ballyeaston)

January
Sunday 5th
Sunday 12th

10.30am Communion Service
10.30am Rev Anne

Saturday 18th

8.30am Christian Unity Breakfast – Good
Shepherd Parish Hall

Sunday 19th

10.30am Rev Anne
3.00pm Christian Unity Service – Good
Shepherd

Sunday 26th

10.30am Rev Anne
7.00pm Taize Service

February
Sunday 2nd

10.30am Rev Anne

Sunday 9th

10.30am Rev Anne

Sunday 16th

10.30am Rev Anne - Thinking Day &
Founders Day

Sunday 23rd

10.30am Rev Anne
7.00pm Taize Service
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The Smilers
Just give away a smile today,
To someone who will take,
And give you back a smile of theirs Two Smilers that will make.
If two folk give their smiles away,
Four smilers there will be,
You’re sure to find there’s many more,
With smiles to give - you’ll see!
For when we show a grumpy face,
Our sadness passes on.
While smiles soon chase the gloom away,
And all the frown are gone.
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Flower List
January
5th
12th
19th
26th

Mrs Irene Younge
Mrs Pearl Young
Mrs Margaret Campbell
Mrs Rosemary Lyons

February
2nd
9th
16th
23th

Ms Carole Haslett and Mrs Noelle Craig
Ms Marjorie Loane
Ms Yvonne Watts
Mrs Margaret Robinson

March
1st
8th
15th
22nd
29th

Miss Elizabeth McAlister
Dr J Shannon
Mrs Glenda McKenzie
Mrs Muriel Bloomer
Mrs Debbie Eve and Mrs Gillian Martin
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19th Belfast Rangers
During Autumn 2019, we awarded 14 Bronze DofE, and 2 Gold DofE.
•
This term girls have learned DIY skills, including tiling, and how to
manage personal finance.
•
We took part in a national Girl Guide campaign to reduce single
use plastic.
•
We visited Stormont as part of UK Parliament Week. Our Rangers
addressed some tough questions to the panel of local female
politicians, representing all the major parties.
•
We enjoyed craft, cooking and games and practised our map and
compass skills for future expeditions.
•
All our members help with other youth organisations in
Newtownbreda and youth and charitable organisations in the
wider community as they work on the volunteering section of
their DofE and Ranger programmes.
•
Our leaders have also attended training in Mental Health First
Aid, Autism Awareness and Canoe Leadership this term.
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Koinonia Embraces Pizza
We were delighted to hand over a cheque for £1000 from the
Church to Margaret McNulty from Embrace at a recent Koinonia
meeting.
Margaret was speaking about Refugees in Northern Ireland, past
and present. The Embrace organisation is a group of Christians
from different denominations, working together to promote a
positive response to people who are seeking asylum, refugees and
migrant workers and people from minority ethnic backgrounds
living in Northern Ireland.
The money came from
donations received at
the Church's very
successful pizza
evenings held this
summer. We can be
sure that this will be
put to good use by
Embrace.
Many thanks

Hazel
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